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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2017

**SENATE SESSION 1:00 PM Senate Chambers
S3 [Vitale, Joseph F./Sweeney, Stephen M.+4], Substance use treatment-insur. Cover
SCR134 [Gill, Nia H./Vitale, Joseph F.], Safe zones, Leg. Intent-concerns
10:00 AM: Committee Group (3) Scheduled to meet
2:00 PM: Committee Group (4) Scheduled to meet

**Senate Education Meeting 10:00 AM Committee Room 6, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Ruiz, M. Teresa
A4284 [Quiliano, Annette/Benson, Daniel R.+6], Drinking water-sch. dist. reimp.
S447 [Allen, Diane B./Ruiz, M. Teresa+1], Absenteeism, chronic-req. sch. combat
S504 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Sarlo, Paul A.], Superintendent of sch.-req. max. salary
S2138 [Rice, Ronald L.], Pub. sch. textbooks-concerns
S2397 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Diegnan, Patrick J.], Computer science instr. cert.-auth.
S2675 [Diegnan, Patrick J.], Drinking water-Sch. dist. reimp.
S2757 [Turner, Shirley K./Ruiz, M. Teresa], Special needs sch. bus-req. min. aids
S2950 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Ruiz, M. Teresa], HS recovery sch. alt. ed. prog.-concerns
SCR134 [Gill, Nia H./Vitale, Joseph F.], Safe zones, Leg. intent-concerns

**Senate Economic Growth Meeting 10:30 AM
Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Lesniak, Raymond J.
A3899 [Singleton, Troy], Cats-proh. surgical declawing
S2410 [Vitale, Joseph F./Lesniak, Raymond J.+1], Cats-proh. surgical declawing
S2846 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Cat, dog importers-req. regis.
S2847 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Spaying, neutering cats, dogs-req cert.
S2848 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Animal breeders, cert-estab. req.
SR75 [Kyrillos, Joseph M./Beck, Jennifer], JCP&L-urge rejection application

Senate Higher Education Meeting
Chair: Sen. Cunningham, Sandra B.
The Committee will not meet.

Senate Judiciary Meeting 2:00 PM
Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Scutari, Nicholas P.
The Committee will not be accepting any oral testimony on the judicial nominations.
The deadline for any written submissions concerning the judicial nominations is Friday, February 3 at 12:00 PM.
Interviewed:
be a Judge of the Superior Court:
Philip J. Maenza of East Hanover for the term prescribed by law.
Marybeth Rogers of North Bergen for the term prescribed by law.
A3091 [Munoz, Nancy F./Gusciola, Reede+26], Marriage-bars persons under 18
S731 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa/Beach, James], Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal.
S2528 [Pou, Nellie/Weinberg, Loretta+B], Marriage-bars persons under 18

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2017 (continued)

**Senate Law and Public Safety Meeting 10:30 AM
Committee Room 10, 3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Greenstein, Linda R.
A155 [Tucker, Cleopatra G./Caputo, Ralph R.+2], Child unattended in mv-awareness campaign
A2087 [Mukherji, Raj/Schaer, Gary S.+5], Lic. suspension-concerns
A2690 [Johnson, Gordon M./Rible, David P.+5], Law enforcement off-handgun carry permit
A3351 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Andrezjak, Bob+2], Mead-creates lic. to produce and sell
S1844 [Cardinale, Gerald/Van Drew, Jeff], Law enforcement off-handgun carry permit
S2370 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Mead-creates lic. to produce and sell
S2582 [Van Drew, Jeff], Internet connected baby monitor-security
S2609 [Ruiz, M. Teresa], Child unattended in mv-awareness campaign
S2763 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Law enforcement exemp.-cert. posting
S2774 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa/Diegnan, Patrick J.], Prop. forfeited-drug informant incentive
S2792 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Lic. suspension-concerns
SRJ27 [Weinberg, Loretta/Madden, Fred H.], Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-Oct. 9
Pending Referral:
S3581 [Downey, Joann/Mosquera, Gabriela M.+2], Baby monitor internet connection-concern
S2092 [Van Drew, Jeff], Baby monitor internet connection-concern

Senate Military and Veterans' Affairs Meeting
Chair: Sen. Beach, James
The Committee will not meet.

**Senate State Government, Wagering, Tourism & Historic Preservation Meeting 2:00 PM Committee Room 7, 2nd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Whelan, Jim
S2722 [Stack, Brian P./Cunningham, Sandra B.], Pension comm, Hudson Co.-concerns memb.
S2751 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Gordon, Robert M.], Contracts cert-award as single contract
S2796 [Allen, Diane B.], Bd of Island Managers-concerns election
S2915 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Rice, Ronald L.], Library director-concerns position
SR95 [Whelan, Jim], Richard Somers-negotiates w/Libya

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2017

Assembly Education Meeting 6:00 PM Conference Center, Camden County Technical Schools, Gloucester Twp. Campus, 343 Berlin Cross Keys Road, Sicklerville, NJ 08081
Chair: Asw. Caride, Marlene
The Committee will receive testimony from members of the public regarding the “School Funding Reform Act of 2008,” P.L.2007, c.260, and other matters related to education funding in the State. The meeting time will be from 6:00 pm until 9:00 pm.
Persons wishing to testify should register with the Office of Legislative Services either online at www.njleg.state.nj.us and click on the Assembly Education Committee for 2/7/17 or by phone at (609) 847-3850 and should submit 15 copies of written testimony.
**ASSEMBLY SESSION 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers**

A3 [Prieto, Vincent/Bramnick, Jon M.+1], Substance use disorders-concerns
A312 [Singleton, Troy/Lampitt, Pamela R.+5], Loc Govt Svc Div-prop tax info, web page
A365 [Kean, Sean T./Ribble, David P.], Veh, recreational-elim sales restriction
A373 [Auth, Robert/Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+11], Joan's Law-murder of a minor, no parole
A759 [Moriarty, Paul D./Diegnan, Patrick J.+2], MV, used-dealer notfy buyer of recalls
A909 [Vainieri Huttle, Valerie/Lagana, Joseph A.+1], Behavioral Health Insur Claims Advocacy
A963 [Wolfe, David W./McGuckin, Gregory P.], Native vegetation-concerns use
A1447 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Spencer, L. Grace+6], Infertility-cover under cert insur plans
A1649 [Schaer, Gary S./Spencer, L. Grace+3], Env. infrastructure-pro/concerns finan.
A1861 [Wimblerly, Benjie E./Jasey, Milla M.+8], Reader Privacy Act-enacts
A1875 [Wimblerly, Benjie E./Lagana, Joseph A.+4], HOPE Initiative Act
A2073 [Mukherji, Raj+] 9-1-1 calls-exempt cert. health info.
A2182 [Sumter, Shavonda E./Holley, Jamel C.+10], Inmate reentry-DOC dev. plan
A2337 [Benson, Daniel R./Jimenez, Angelica M.+9], Prescription drugs-health benf. coverage
A2441 [Eustace, Tim/Gusciora, Reed], Unclaimed Property Admin-verify gov debt
A3186 [Rumpf, Brian E./Gove, DiAnne C.+11], Nuclear power plant, trespassing-crime
A3304 [Vainieri Huttle, Valerie/Mukherji, Raj], Medicaid home visitation demo proj-estab
A3432 [Greenwald, Louis D./Lampitt, Pamela R.+2], Autism spectrum disorder, adults-study
A3438 [DeAngelo, Wayne P./Danielsen, Joe+3], Unemp. benf.-determination win 3 wks.
A3604 [Eustace, Tim/Wolfe, David W.+11], Integrated Roadsides Veg. Mgmt. Prog.
A3754 [Peterson, Erik+1], Attorneys-at-law-concerns
A3785 [Downey, Joann/Houtgainting, Eric+5], Student reside in shelter-St pay ed cost
A3832 [Quijano, Annette/Muolo, Elizabeth Maher+1], EDA-concerns finan. assist.
A4056 [Jimenez, Angelica M./Eustace, Tim], Massage & Bodywork Therapist Act-revises
A4184 [Chaparro, Annette/Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+11], Zachary's Law-Hit & Run Advisory Prog.
A4395 [Schaer, Gary S.], Waste tire sites-concerns
A4401 [Greenwald, Louis D./Land, Bruce+6], Military family memb.-auth. cert. benf.
A4402 [Greenwald, Louis D./Andreizczak, Bob+7], Gold Star liaison-req DMVA
A4403 [Greenwald, Louis D./Ribble, David P.+9], Gold Star families website-create
A4501 [Sumter, Shavonda E./Wimblerly, Benjie E.], Econ. Redevel. Growth Grant-concerns
A4524 [Quijano, Annette/Oliver, Sheila Y.], Safe zones, Leg. intent-concerns
A4523 [Conaway, Herb+] 1, Substance use disorder prog-medicaid fds
AJR106 [Proehl, Gail/Spencer, L. Grace], Go Gold for Kids w/Cancer Awareness Wk.
AJR1109 [Charavalloti, Nicholas/Holley, Jamel C.], Diversity Mo. in NJ-desig. Nov. each yr.
AJR122 [Oliver, Sheila Y./Giblin, Thomas P.], Disparity in St. Procurement Study Comm.
AR30 [Lagana, Joseph A./Jimenez, Angelica M.], Zohody ER-FDA reconsider approval
AR139 [Bramnick, Jon M./Singleton, Troy], Discrimination-condemns
AR156 [Lagana, Joseph A./Mazzeo, Vincent+] 1, Prescrip opioids-abuse down by students
AR157 [Lagana, Joseph A./Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+11], Chronic pain-adopt CDC opioid guidelines
AR210 [Wisniewski, John S.], Deferred Action Childhood Adoption-oppose
S227 [Holzapfel, James W./Allen, Diane B.+3], Native vegetation-concerns use
S596 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Greenstein, Linda R.+4], Corrections officers injured-comp. prog.
S272 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa/Allen, Diane B.+2], Integrated Roadsides Veg. Mgmt. Prog.
S2895 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Beck, Jennifer+6], Earn Your Way Out Act-estab.
S1398 [Weinberg, Loretta/Gill, Nia H.+6], Infertility-cover under cert insur plans
S1475 [Ruíz, M. Teresa/Vitale, Joseph F.+1], Medicaid home visitation demo proj-estab
S1825 [Sarlo, Paul A./Cruz-Perez, Nilsa+3], Autism spectrum disorder, adults-study
S2414 [Scutari, Nicholas P.], Massage & Bodywork Therapist Act-revises
S2868 [Pou, Nellie/Sarlo, Paul A.+11], Econ. Redevel. Growth Grant-concerns
SJR49 [Ruíz, M. Teresa/Oroho, Steven V.+4], Go Gold for Kids w/Cancer Awareness Wk.